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  Developing Feeds with RSS and Atom Ben Hammersley,2005-04-13 This step-by-
step guide offers bloggers, web developers and programmers an understanding
of content syndication and the technologies that make it possible. It
highlights all the new features of RSS 2.0, and offers complete coverage of
its rival technology, Atom.
  Ghostheart R.J. Ellory,2015-06-02 From a “master of the genre,” a
psychological thriller about a woman lured by curiosity about her dead father
into her family’s dark past. (New York Times bestselling authorClive Cussler)
Annie O’Neill has it all: a cozy Manhattan apartment, a beautiful bookshop,
and a network of supportive friends?but her father died in her childhood,
leaving a hole she has yet to fill. When a mysterious man named Forrester
enters the shop and claims to be her father’s oldest friend, she jumps at the
chance to discover more. But Forrester seems much more interested in telling
her a story about a ruthless ganglord and a decades-old betrayal. A betrayal
that, she will realize far too slowly, has something very much to do with
her. Praised by Alan Furst as a “uniquely gifted, passionate, and powerful
writer,” R.J. Ellory, the bestselling author of A Quiet Belief in Angels and
City of Lies, is back with a novel packed with mystery, betrayal, and
shocking family history. “It’s a bravura performance for readers of literary
suspense from a writer whose prose often sings.” —Booklist “This compelling
novel, with its shock denouement, is both beautifully written and skillfully
crafted and confirms Ellory as one of crime fiction’s new stars.” —The Sunday
Telegraph
  Virtualization Essentials Matthew Portnoy,2023-03-31 Learn the fundamental
concepts and skills by building your own virtual machine Virtualization is
more important than ever, it's how the Cloud works! As virtualization
continues to expand, millions of companies all over the world are leveraging
virtualization. IT professionals need a solid understanding of virtualization
concepts and software to compete in today's job market. The updated new
edition of Virtualization Essentials teaches you the core concepts and skills
necessary to work with virtualization environments. Designed for new and
aspiring IT professionals alike, this practical guide offers an applied,
real-world approach to help you develop the necessary skill set to work in
Cloud computing, the DevOps space, and the rest of the virtual world.
Virtualization Essentials simplifies complex concepts to ensure that you
fully understand what virtualization is and how it works within the computing
environment. Step by step, you’ll learn how to build your own virtual
machine, both by scratch and by migrating from physical to virtual. Each
user-friendly chapter contains an overview of the topic, a discussion of key
concepts, hands-on tutorials, end-of-chapter exercises, review questions, and
more. Configure and manage a virtual machine’s CPU, memory, storage, and
networking Distinguish between Type 1 and Type 2 hypervisors Compare the
leading hypervisor products in today’s market Configure additional devices
for a virtual machine Make considerations for availability Understand how
cloud computing leverages virtualization Virtualization Essentials is an
invaluable ‘learn-by-doing’ resource for new and aspiring IT professionals
looking to gain a solid foundation in virtualization. It is also an excellent
reference for more experienced IT admins responsible for managing on-premise
and remote computers and workstations.
  High Acuity Nursing Pamela Stinson Kidd,Kathleen Dorman Wagner,2001 A
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supplement for a variety of junior/senior-level courses in Critical Care or
Advanced Med-Surg Nursing courses and others throughout the nursing
curriculum. Written by practicing nurses in acute care, this text provides
students with a basic understanding of complex patients and the ability to
provide nursing care across a variety of settings by using a series of
reality-based, self-paced, self-contained modules that focus on multiple
system problems frequently encountered in working with high acuity patients.
Using a nuts and bolts approach, it addresses essentials by using examples,
analogies, and metaphors; focuses on concepts and principles that can be
applied across practice settings and patient populations; and includes
nursing diagnoses. The modules progress from simple to complex and contain
pretests and posttests with answers, learning objectives, glossary,
abbreviations, and review questions and answers.
  Spiral of Cynicism Joseph N. Cappella,Kathleen Hall Jamieson,1997 Jamieson
and Cappella examine how the media cover political campaigns and significant
legislation. They conclude that by focusing on the game rather than the
substance the media are engendering cynicism amongst the general public.
  Glory Season David Brin,2024-04-09 A woman faces danger on the high seas of
another planet—and a mystery that will change her world—in this adventure by
the bestselling author of Startide Rising. On Planet Stratos, clans of
genetically identical females dominate society. Natural conceptions are
permitted, but only in summertime. Girls born this way—known for their
despised uniqueness as ‘vars’—must leave their clan homes to pursue their own
distinct and hazardous fortunes in this world owned by clones. That time has
come for Maia and her sister, Leie, but as variants, they have limited
prospects. Worse, when the sisters do find work on trading vessels, Leie is
lost at sea. And hence, Maia’s arduous journey commences, accompanied by
rumors that something . . . someone . . . has arrived from across the stars,
perhaps ending the isolation of Stratos from the rest of humanity. Who would
predict that a lonely var might stumble into a powerful secret? One that will
challenge everything Maia knows about her society—and threatens the
scientifically-engineered balance that holds it all together. “One of the
most important SF novels of the year.” —The Washington Post Book World “A
rousing adventure story . . . brimming with surprises both wonderful and
harrowing.” —The San Diego Union-Tribune “Glory Season offers thrills,
chills, political intrigue, and other good scientifictional fun, along with
yet another round in the battle of the sexes.” —Locus “Brin’s prose echoes
the influence of Asimov, Frank Herbert, and Aldous Huxley. . . . His world is
so painstakingly drawn and is splashed with such radiant and varied hues.”
—The Christian Science Monitor
  Dr. Dobb's Journal ,2008
  The Good Turn Sharna Jackson,2022-05-12 A thrilling, pacy adventure about
friendship, bravery and real-life injustice from the award-winning author of
High Rise Mystery 'For 9+ readers, this gripping, thoughtful update to the
Blytonesque secret society genre engages squarely with racism and social
injustice.' Guardian 'Brilliant; a joy to the very end' Katherine Rundell
Josephine Williams is definitely a leader - and her teachers know it! What
other eleven-year-old is desperate for MORE schoolwork? Looking for more
challenging tasks, Josie enlists her friends Wesley and Margot into her very
own Scout troop, the Copseys, named after the street they all live on.
Together they start their quest for their camping badge by sleeping out near
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to the abandoned factory behind their houses. But that night they stumble
across something strange. Someone seems to be living in the derelict
building! The Copseys have to solve the mystery... and perhaps earn their
bravery and activism badges along the way... Perfect for readers who love
Robin Stevens and Katherine Woodfine, and full of fast-paced adventure,
brilliant characters and snappy dialogue with themes of real-life activism
and how to help others. 'I love it!' Elle McNicoll 'An intriguing mystery
adventure . . . bold and brilliant' Sophie Anderson 'A joy to read.' Alex
Wheatle 'A funny, warm and thought-provoking celebration of community of all
kinds' Anna James
  Outsmart Your Genes Brandon Colby MD,2010-04-06 Predictive medicine is the
most exciting—and potentially groundbreaking—medical development in decades.
Written by Brandon Colby, MD, a leader in the fields of predictive medicine
and genetic testing, Outsmart Your Genes will empower you, the reader, with a
clear understanding of exactly what predictive medicine entails and how it
can be used today to protect your health as well as the health of those you
love. Written in straightforward, nontechnical language, Outsmart Your Genes
enables everyone, even those without any background in genetics or medicine,
to understand the benefits of predictive medicine. Separating myth from fact
and answering all the tough questions, Outsmart Your Genes clearly explains:
How the revolutionary new medical specialty called predictive medicine
analyzes your genes and provides you with clear solutions to protect your
health and wellbeing. What the process will entail and how simple it is. For
example, the process doesn’t even require blood or use needles – instead, all
that’s needed in order to run the analysis is a small amount of your saliva.
What your genes can reveal about your overall health and how we can use that
information to provide you with a genetically tailored plan for preventing
cancer, Alzheimer's, heart disease, obesity, and many other conditions. As
opposed to just generalities, specific examples are given so that you’ll know
exactly how medicine will improve your life. The many ways in-which learning
about your genes can help you formulate a genetically tailored nutrition and
athletic plan that may help you shed those extra pounds and stay trim and
fit. How predictive medicine can help both prospective and current parents
protect their children against SIDS and also help minimize the impact of and
most effectively treat many other childhood diseases such as autism, asthma,
dyslexia, obesity, and diabetes. Why analyzing your children’s genes may
provide the best chance they have to fight against diseases that may not
affect them until later in life, including Alzheimer’s, many forms of cancer
(such as breast cancer and skin cancer), multiple sclerosis, and even hearing
loss. How groundbreaking advancements in the fields of genetic analysis,
including predictive medicine panels and disease matrix technology, allow you
and your physician to avoid information overload and focus only on the
information most relevant to you. The important concepts you need to
understand before speaking with a doctor. The top five questions you need to
ask in order to assess: The credibility of the laboratory doing the testing.
The types of diseases included in the test. How thoroughly the test actually
evaluates your risk for each of the diseases. Whether the information is
provided in a way that makes it actionable. Whether the results will be
delivered in a format that is straightforward and easy to understand.
  Skandar and the Unicorn Thief A.F. Steadman,2022-05-03 Soar into a
breathtaking world of heroes and unicorns as you’ve never seen them before in
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this fantastical middle grade debut perfect for fans of the Percy Jackson and
Eragon series! Skandar Smith has always yearned to leave the Mainland and
escape to the secretive Island, where wild unicorns roam free. He’s spent
years studying for his Hatchery exam, the annual test that selects a handful
of Mainlander thirteen-year-olds to train to become unicorn riders. But on
the day of Skandar’s exam, things go horribly wrong, and his hopes are
shattered…until a mysterious figure knocks on his door at midnight, bearing a
message: the Island is in peril and Skandar must answer its call. Skandar is
thrust into a world of epic sky battles, dangerous clashes with wild
unicorns, and rumors of a shadowy villain amassing a unicorn army. And the
closer Skandar grows to his newfound friends and community of riders, the
harder it becomes to keep his secrets—especially when he discovers their
lives may all be in graver danger than he ever imagined.
  Our Wives Under the Sea Julia Armfield,2022-07-12 A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR
(NPR, The Washington Post, Lit Hub, The Telegraph, Goodreads, Tor.com, them,
and more) “A deeply strange and haunting novel in the best possible way...An
impressive and exciting debut novel that may leave you thinking about your
own relationships in a new light.” —NPR “Shocking...Achingly poetic...Sharp
and beautiful as coral polyps...Armfield exercises an exquisite—even
sadistic—sense of suspense. —Ron Charles, The Washington Post Leah is
changed. A marine biologist, she left for a routine expedition months
earlier, only this time her submarine sank to the sea floor. When she finally
surfaces and returns home, her wife Miri knows that something is wrong.
Barely eating and lost in her thoughts, Leah rotates between rooms in their
apartment, running the taps morning and night. Whatever happened in that
vessel, whatever it was they were supposed to be studying before they were
stranded, Leah has carried part of it with her, onto dry land and into their
home. As Miri searches for answers, desperate to understand what happened
below the water, she must face the possibility that the woman she loves is
slipping from her grasp. By turns elegiac and furious, wry and heartbreaking,
Our Wives Under the Sea is an exploration of the unknowable depths within
each of us, and the love that compels us nevertheless toward one another.
  Nurses and Work Satisfaction Paula L. Stamps,Eugene B. Piedmonte,1986 The
link between employee & patient satisfaction is generating considerable
interest. This new edition presents a fully developed & validated survey for
measuring nurses' satisfaction with their work.
  The Exhibitionist Charlotte Mendelson,2023-07-04 THE TIMES (UK) NOVEL OF
THE YEAR Named A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR by the Guardian, the Telegraph, and
the Sunday Times (UK) Charlotte Mendelson's The Exhibitionist is a furiously
funny novel (Sunday Express, UK) about a marriage between two artists, Lucia
and Ray, which begins to unravel over the course of one weekend. Meet the
Hanrahan family, gathering for a momentous weekend as famous artist and
notorious egoist Ray Hanrahan prepares for a new exhibition of his art–the
first in many decades–and one he is sure will burnish his reputation for
good. His three children will be there: eldest daughter Leah, always her
father’s biggest champion; son Patrick, who has finally decided to strike out
on his own; and daughter Jess, the youngest, who has her own momentous
decision to make. And what of Lucia, Ray’s steadfast and selfless wife? She
is an artist, too, but has always had to put her roles as wife and mother
first. What will happen if she decides to change? For Lucia is hiding secrets
of her own, and as the weekend unfolds and the exhibition approaches, she
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must finally make a choice about which desires to follow. The Exhibitionist
is the latest, extraordinary novel from Charlotte Mendelson, a dazzling
exploration of art, sacrifice, toxic family politics, queer desire, and
personal freedom.
  A Lady's Guide to Fortune-Hunting Sophie Irwin,2022-07-12 “Bridgerton fans
will swoon over this entertaining romp through Britain’s Regency-era high
society.” —People A Lady's Guide to Fortune Hunting is a sharp, modern, and
absolutely delicious take on the marriage plot. Sophie Irwin's debut is one
of the most fun, romantic books I've read in a long time. I cannot wait to
see what she does next. --Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling
author of Malibu Rising A whip-smart debut that follows the adventures of an
entirely unconventional heroine who throws herself into the London Season to
find a wealthy husband. But the last thing she expects is to find love… Kitty
Talbot needs a fortune. Or rather, she needs a husband who has a fortune.
Left with her father’s massive debts, she has only twelve weeks to save her
family from ruin. Kitty has never been one to back down from a challenge, so
she leaves home and heads toward the most dangerous battleground in all of
England: the London season. Kitty may be neither accomplished nor especially
genteel—but she is utterly single-minded; imbued with cunning and ingenuity,
she knows that risk is just part of the game. The only thing she doesn’t
anticipate is Lord Radcliffe. The worldly Radcliffe sees Kitty for the
mercenary fortune-hunter that she really is and is determined to scotch her
plans at all costs, until their parrying takes a completely different turn….
This is a frothy pleasure, full of brilliant repartee and enticing wit--one
that readers will find an irresistible delight.
  Is Anyone Responsible? Shanto Iyengar,1994-10-17 A disturbingly cautionary
tale, Is Anyone Responsible? anchors with powerful evidence suspicions about
the way in which television has impoverished political discourse in the
United States and at the same time molds American political consciousness. It
is essential reading for media critics, psychologists, political analysts,
and all the citizens who want to be sure that their political opinions are
their own. Not only does it provide convincing evidence for particular
effects of media fragmentation, but it also explores some of the specific
mechanisms by which television works its damage. . . . Here is powerful
additional evidence for those of us who like to flay television for its
contributions to the trivialization of public discourse and the erosion of
democratic accountability.—William A. Gamson, Contemporary Sociology
Iyengar's book has substantial merit. . . . [His] experimental methods offer
a precision of measurement that media effects research seldom attains. I
believe, moreover, that Iyengar's notion of framing effects is one of the
truly important theoretical concepts to appear in recent years.—Thomas E.
Patterson, American Political Science Review
  Lightseekers Femi Kayode,2021-03-02 A Nigerian psychologist travels to a
remote southern border town to uncover the truth about the murder of three
university students in this original and fast-paced thriller (Lauren
Wilkinson, author of American Spy). When Dr. Philip Taiwo is called on by a
powerful Nigerian politician to investigate the public torture and murder of
three university students in remote Port Harcourt, he has no idea that he’s
about to be enveloped by a perilous case that is far from cold. Philip is not
a detective. He’s an investigative psychologist, an academic more interested
in figuring out the why of a crime than actually solving it. But when he
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steps off the plane and into the dizzying frenzy of the provincial airport,
he soon realizes that the murder of the Okriki Three isn’t as straightforward
as he thought. With the help of his loyal and streetwise personal driver,
Chika, Philip must work against those actively conspiring against him to
parse together the truth of what happened to these students. A thrilling and
atmospheric mystery, and an unforgettable portrait of the contemporary
Nigerian sociopolitical landscape, Lightseekers is a wrenching novel tackling
the porousness between the first and third worlds, the enduring strength of
tribalism and homeland identity, and the human need for connection in the
face of isolation.
  Internet 101 Wendy G. Lehnert,1997 Computer Systems Organization --
Computer-Communication Networks.
  French Braid Anne Tyler,2022-03-22 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the
beloved Pulitzer Prize–winning author—a funny, joyful, brilliantly perceptive
journey deep into one Baltimore family’s foibles, from a boyfriend with a red
Chevy in the 1950s up to a longed-for reunion with a grandchild. “A quietly
subversive novel, tackling fundamental assumptions about womanhood,
motherhood and female aging.” —Jennifer Haigh, New York Times Book Review The
Garretts take their first and last family vacation in the summer of 1959.
They hardly ever leave home, but in some ways they have never been farther
apart. Mercy has trouble resisting the siren call of her aspirations to be a
painter, which means less time keeping house for her husband, Robin. Their
teenage daughters, steady Alice and boy-crazy Lily, could not have less in
common. Their youngest, David, is already intent on escaping his family's
orbit, for reasons none of them understand. Yet, as these lives advance
across decades, the Garretts' influences on one another ripple ineffably but
unmistakably through each generation. Full of heartbreak and hilarity, French
Braid is classic Anne Tyler: a stirring, uncannily insightful novel of
tremendous warmth and humor that illuminates the kindnesses and cruelties of
our daily lives, the impossibility of breaking free from those who love us,
and how close—yet how unknowable—every family is to itself.
  The Oracle of Night Sidarta Ribeiro,Daniel Hahn,2021-08-17 A groundbreaking
history of the human mind told through our experience of dreams—from the
earliest accounts to current scientific findings—and their essential role in
the formation of who we are and the world we have made. A resounding case for
the mystery, beauty and cognitive importance of dreams. —The New York Times
What is a dream? Why do we dream? How do our bodies and minds use them? These
questions are the starting point for this unprecedented study of the role and
significance of this phenomenon. An investigation on a grand scale, it
encompasses literature, anthropology, religion, and science, articulating the
essential place dreams occupy in human culture and how they functioned as the
catalyst that compelled us to transform our earthly habitat into a human
world. From the earliest cave paintings—where Sidarta Ribeiro locates a key
to humankind’s first dreams and how they contributed to our capacity to
perceive past and future and our ability to conceive of the existence of
souls and spirits—to today’s cutting-edge scientific research, Ribeiro
arrives at revolutionary conclusions about the role of dreams in human
existence and evolution. He explores the advances that contemporary
neuroscience, biochemistry, and psychology have made into the connections
between sleep, dreams, and learning. He explains what dreams have taught us
about the neural basis of memory and the transformation of memory in recall.
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And he makes clear that the earliest insight into dreams as oracular has been
elucidated by contemporary research. Accessible, authoritative, and
fascinating, The Oracle of Night gives us a wholly new way to understand this
most basic of human experiences.
  Content Syndication with RSS Ben Hammersley,2003 Originally developed by
Netscape in 1999, RSS (which can stand for RDF Site Summary, Rich Site
Summary, or Really Simple Syndication) is an XML-based format that allows web
developers to describe and syndicate web site content. Using RSS files allows
developers to create a data feed that supplies headlines, links, and article
summaries from a web site. Other sites can then incorporate these elements
into their pages automatically ... [this text] provides a comprehensive
reference to the specifications and the tools that make syndication possible-
-Back cover.
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web containing 101
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horse and rider
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jumping this collection
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cover pages clean and
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hardcover
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9783037681725 books
amazon ca
townhouse design layered
urban living
architecture in focus -
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urban living alibris -
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web add to cart add this
copy of townhouse design
layered urban living
architecture in to cart
83 18 new condition sold
by media smart rated 4 0
out of 5 stars ships
from hawthorne ca united
states published 2014 by
braun publishing ag
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urban living
architecture in focus -
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design layered urban
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focus 9783037681725 van
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urban living
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publishing - Aug 15 2023
web moor street in
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fitzroy australia andrew
maynard architects
townhouse in landskrona
sweden elding oscarson
the increasing
popularity of inner city
residences makes
townhouses the ideal
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projects that revive the
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the narrow and multi
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townhouse design layered
urban living
architecture in focus -
Dec 07 2022
web townhouse design
layered urban living
architecture in focus by
van uffelen chris isbn
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publishing 2014
hardcover
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urban living
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urban living
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delivery on qualified
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urban living
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amazon com free shipping
on qualifying offers
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the complete illustrated
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web in celebration of
the momentous 400th
annversary of william
shakespeare s death in
april 2016 this enhanced
edition of shakepeare s
sonnets features
gorgeous full color
9781604336153
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete - Oct 04
2022
web abebooks com
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition 9781604336153 by
shakespeare william and
a great selection of
similar new used
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - May 11 2023
web the first ever fully
illustrated collector s
edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
anniversary of william
shakespeare s
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Mar 09 2023
web mar 8 2016   the
first ever fully
illustrated collector s

edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
anniversary of william
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Apr 10 2023
web the first ever fully
illustrated collector s
edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
annversary of william
shakespeare s
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
ed william - Dec 26 2021
web shakespeare s
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shakespeare 2011 08 23 a
bestselling beautifully
designed edition of
william shakespeare s
sonnets complete with
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the complete illustrated
edition - Sep 03 2022
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1604336153 isbn 13
9781604336153 cider
mills press
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folger shakespeare
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web may 30 2023   buy
buy a copy with notes
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thou art more lovely and
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shakespeare s sonnets
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edition - Jul 13 2023
web buy shakespeare s
sonnets the complete
illustrated edition ill
by shakespeare william
isbn 9781604336153 from
amazon s book store
everyday low prices and
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Jun 12 2023
web contains all 154
sonnets credited to
shakespeare along with
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complement the sonnets
the complete illustrated
shakespeare open library
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37 plays 6 poems sonnets
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1995 platinum press
edition unknown binding
in english
the sonnets william
shakespeare lit2go etc -
Oct 24 2021
web shakespeare s
sonnets is a collection
of 154 poems in sonnet
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beauty politics and
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shakespeare w 1609 the
sonnets in r g white ed
the complete works of
william shakespeare new
york sully and
kleinteich
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Jul 01 2022
web abebooks com
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition mint condition
cider mills press 2016
first edition first

printing of this
complete illustrated
buy shakespeare s
sonnets book online at
low prices in india -
Feb 25 2022
web the first ever fully
illustrated collector s
edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
annversary of william
shakespeare s
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - May 31 2022
web overview the first
ever fully illustrated
collector s edition of
william shakespeare s
celebrated sonnets
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Jan 07 2023
web the first ever fully
illustrated collector s
edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
annversary of william
shakespeare s
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Dec 06 2022
web buy shakespeare s
sonnets the complete
illustrated edition by
shakespeare william
online on amazon ae at
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free shipping free
returns cash on delivery
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Feb 08 2023
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edition of william
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of the momentous 400th
annversary of william
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Aug 14 2023
web mar 8 2016   the
first ever fully
illustrated collector s
edition of william
shakespeare s celebrated
sonnets in celebration
of the momentous 400th
anniversary of william
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
ed - Sep 22 2021
web jan 9 2023  
shakespeare s sonnets
william shakespeare 2016
03 08 the first ever
fully illustrated
collector s edition of
william shakespeare s
celebrated sonnets in
full pdf shakespeare s
sonnets the complete
illustrated - Jan 27
2022
web close try adfree
self publishing discover
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition by - Apr 29 2022
web oct 1 2016  
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition by william
shakespeare
9781604336153 booktopia
books non fiction
literature poetry
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
edition - Mar 29 2022
web reviewing
shakespeare s sonnets
the complete illustrated
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the sonnets aren t
really the question i m
fairly certain that if i
said
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